
potentially grim message resonates within the remark-
ably powerful plot of Familiar Heal

Hood's presentation of time in the novel is unique.
As a stereotypical southerner might tell a story with
numerous asides and digressions, the third-person nar-
rator of Familiar Heal teases the reader with a line or
two about the wedding photo the FBI would use to
look for Faye after her kidnapping when the reader
does not yet know the story of Faye's falling in love
with VIC Rios. Readers get a taste of the whole picture
before discovering the details However, Hood keeps
readers wanting more; the novel sustains suspense
throughout, keeping us hooked on the romantic possi-
bilities in addition to the very survival of the main
characters. The underlying message to be careful with
those we love remains clear. Stylistically, Hood's
humorous way with words makes her fiction a pleas-
ure even at mere sentence level. She captures the infor-
mal speech of individuals and the comic use of brand
names with a power that rivals Mark TWAIN'Sregional
writing Indeed, several critics have noted the connec-
tion between her characters' speaking patterns and
those of 19th-century southern local-color writers.

Hood's style makes readmg any of her fiction a
pleasure, but her first full-length work Familiar Heat
gives readers that much more opportunity to enJoy her
verbal dexterity and her innovative storytelling ability
Like Kate CHOPIN, Hood is able to detail her settings
vividly without sacrificing character development or
plot. What happens to Faye and to the whole commu-
nity in Familiar Heat is riveting, but the style Hood
employs to tell it is also remarkable, for she believes
that everyone should be able to read her fiction. In
Familiar Heat, Mary Hood blends important but realis-
tic themes with beautiful form. Such a marriage of art
and meaning comes naturally for a writer whose per-
sonal convictions match her life's work.
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Rachel Wall

FANNY, BEING THE TRUE HISTORY OF
THE ADVENTURES OF FANNY HACK-
ABOUT-JONES ERICA JONG (1980) With her
1980 picaresque novel Fanny, being the TI'ue History oj
the Adventures oj Fanny tiachabout-iones, Erica JONG
showed the public and literary establishment that she
was more than Isadora Wing and the Zipless Fuck
[rom her novel Fear oj Flying. PUlling her l Sih-cenrury

English literature education [rom Columbia University
to full use, jong birthed a new (or not-sa-new) charac-
ter from centuries ago, creating perhaps her best novel
so far in her long career or letters. jong composed the
novel, the reader learns at its end, as Fanny's accurate
autobiographical account for her adult daughter
Belinda who "'wisht to make a Grand Tour of the
Globe. .", serving not only as a travel guide but also
a life guide (495)

The importance placed on prescribed gender roles
and their ultimate silliness stands at Fanny's forefront.
Through her 18th-century heroine, jong evaluates and
dismisses the Significance men and women attach to

their respective sexual placement, not just in the 18th
century but also in the modern world The time of
Alexander Pope and Jonathan Swift acts as mirror and
stage for jongs own feminism and humanism. With
Fanny's adventures occurring in a witch's coven, a
brothel, a pirate ship, and with the sexually perplexed
character of Lancelot, jong offers readers a page-turner

as well as an intellectual read.
Women have often been thought of in all artistic

forms as simple muses for their male creators, such as
Picasso with Dora Maar and Francoise GHat; and
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Auguste Rodin with Camille Claudel, all considered
devoid of substance. Sylvia PLATHeven addressed this
in The BELL JAR through her character Esther Green-
wood, who futilely disagrees with the idea Buddy
'Willard often recites from his mother about women
acting as the bow that "shoots off' the arrow that sym-
bolizes men (Plath, 58) In Fanny, Jong gives this out-
look to Alexander Pope who tells Fanny, "'Men are
Poets; Women are meant to be their Muses upon Earth
You are the Inspiration of the Poems, not the Creator
of Poems, and why should you wish it otherwise?' "
(41) But Jong has the last laugh, depicting Pope as
unable to handle his manhood by having him prema-
turely ejaculate onto Fanny's underskirt Often
throughout her novel, Jong plays with the roles of lit-
erary heavyweights to underscore Fanny's intelligence,
independence, and strength.

Fanny carries literary ambitions herself. Throughout
the novel, Jong displays Fanny's quick wit and acu-
men. Early on Fanny states, "I was e'er a Bookworm,
loving to read almost from the Time I was given my
first Alphabet" (21) Her eagerness to learn through
books and ultimately her own adventures allows
Fanny to mature and prevail from the pains of her
young womanhood Despite being an orphan tolerated
by her step-family, patronized by the male society, and
raped at the hands of her stepfather/lather Lord Bellars
in addition to the birth, kidnapping, and rescue of her
daughter, Belinda, Fanny never relents. Other literary
heroines from centuries past who have encountered
sex have not fared so well, notably Anna Karenina,
Edna Poruellier, and Emma Bovary But like Isadora
Wing in Jong's Fear of Flying, Fanny's tenacity allows
her to emerge triumphant and ultimately have her own
voice heard.

Fanny claims she served as the model [or the char-
acter in John Cleland's Fanny Hill or Memoirs oj a
Woman oj Pleasure. It is at the London brothel where
she temporarily works that she meets up with Cle-
land However, Fanny makes it clear that Cleland mis-
represenLed her story, angrily stating "1 read thi.s
so-called 'Memoir' and my Blood boil'dl To think that
Cleland, to whom I'd been so kind, would slander and
defile me for his Bread alone.' For he wrote the bloody
Thing merely to slither out of Debtor's Prison-where

he might have rotted for Eternity for all I car'd!" (493).
In his Fanny Hill, Cleland demonstrates not only his
own shallow portrayal of a woman but reflects "man's
incapacity to capture a woman's character" (Friedman,
211) Like Pope, Cleland only sees Fanny as simply
the bow Plath notes in her 1963 classic. By having
Fanny tell her own story, Jong reveals the role of
women today as those who strive to become arrows
instead of bows

Fanny somewhat parallels the tale of Virginia
Woolf's Orlando in the sense that both characters carry
a love of the written word and manipulate genders
Unlike Orlando who physically changes from a man
into a woman, Fanny uses male garb to disguise her-
self In 1981 Jong told Diana Cooper-Clark that she
used Fanny's continuous male dress in the novel to
show the superficiality of " 'sexual roles' and society's
emphasis on the physical body in regard to power and
powerlessness" (Cooper-Clark, 108)

Going against the grain of 18th-century religion as
well as the male-dominated Judeo-Christian faith-
based emphasis still alive in modern times, Jong has
witches serve as major sympathetic characters. Fanny's
biological mother is the witch Isobel WhiLe. Witches
are among the first characters Fanny meets after she
runs away [rom Lyrneworth, whenJong refers to Isobel
and Joan Griffith in her chapter 10 title as " lWO Wise
Women of the Woods" (70)

Jong stretches her literary abilities by writing in the
language of an 18th-century scri.be. In his bock The
Antiheroine's Voice. Narrative Discourse and Transforma-
tions oj the Picaresque, scholar Edward H Friedman
notes how Jong's novel is " 'a self-conscious manilesta-
lion or the narrative craft and a self-conscious feminist
manifesto" (Friedman, 204) Much like English novels
of old, Jong sets up each chapter with a brief hint of
what Fanny encounters. The novel begins with a two-
page 20th-century introduction in terms of tone and
style before delving into the challenging 18th-century
voice. Fanny even features a "Drarnatis Personae (in
Order of Appearance)" before the story commences,
introducing the reader to short descriptions of the
characters and the roles they play (3) Utilizing the
18th century's literature and writers, Jong manipulates
the canon to shed light on the story of a woman not



much different from women today jong's depiction of
Pope as a libidinous sexist and Cleland as a fabulist
demonstrates that Fanny not only has to fight off her
father but also the literary establishment. Since Fanny

sets true Cleland's lies, it shows that this "muse" is not
a malleable figure [or the imagination of man.

For some, Fanny may stand solely as a work oflongs
feminist viewpoints. But the imaginative plot construc-
tion and use of characters as well as her success in
writing within a literary voice long past gives the
reader a glimpse not only into 18th-century history
but also its literature and sexual politics, the latter of
which remains relevant today.
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Laura Durnell

FAREWELL TO ARMS, A ERNEST HEMINGWAY

(1929) The second of Ernest HEMINGWAY'Sbest-
known novels (the others are The SUN ALSO RISES [1926],
FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS [1940], and The Ow MAN AND

THE SEA [1952]), A FAREWELL TO ARMS did much to con-
solidate his reputation as one of the greatest stylists who
transformed fiction writing in the 20th century. In 1954,
the Swedish Academy awarded him the Nobel Prize in
literature, citing his "powerful style-forming mastery of
the art of modern narration." Like his first novel, A
Farewell to Arms was well received upon publication, but
it also caused some indignation among readers who
objected to his candid depiction of the sexual mores of
the "lost generation" and his use of profanities. In fact,
when the novel was first serialized in Scribner's Magazine
in 1929, it was banned by the superintendent of the
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police in Boston. However, in the next seven decades
after publication, A Farewell to Arms has continued to
fascinate both readers and critics, selling millions of
copies and becoming the sale subject of several books of
criticism and dozens of critical essays. It is one of the
most frequently taught and discussed novels in the
American literary canon.

Loosely based on Hemingway's World War I experi-
ence as a volunteer ambulance driver for the American
Red Cross in Italy, A Farewell to Arms accurately cap-
tures the confusion and despair of a generation whose
system of beliefs and moral values was profoundly
shaken by the unprecedented destruction of modern
warfare. The machine gun, the airplane, poison gas,
and the tank were first used extensively in that war,
killing 10 million and wounding 22 million. Like
Hemingway himself, the novels protagonist Frederic

Henry is wounded in action and, while convalescing in
a Milan hospital, falls in love with his nurse, Catherine
Barkley Un Iike Hemingway, however, Lieutenant
Henry makes his separate peace by deserting the Ital-
ian army and escaping to Switzerland with his preg-
nant lover, who subsequently dies in childbirth.

Like characters in Hemingway's early short stories
and The Sun Also Rises, Frederic Henry rejects tradi-
tional social values and seeks to replace them with his
own code of behavior. "I was always embarrassed by
the words sacred, glorious, and sacrifice and the
expression in vain," he confides. "Abstract words such
as glory, honor, courage, or hallow were obscene
beside the concrete names of villages, the numbers of
roads, the names of rivers, the numbers of regiments
and the dates" (184-85). Disillusioned by the war
propaganda and suspicious of all institutional indoctri-
nation, Frederic Henry values action over theory and
tough-mindedness over sentimentality. He actively
pursues life's sensual pleasures such as alcohol and sex
and seeks to maintain stoic composure in the presence
of danger and death.

The characterization of Catherine Barkley also fits in
this code behavior, although her long hair and com-
plete devotion to Frederic Henry suggest a more tradi-
tional femininity, especially compared with the heroine

of The Sun Also Rises, Brett Ashley. In a sense, Cather-
ine Barkley is a stricter follower of the Hemingway


